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In 1958, a two volume work was published which has become a stan-
dard resource in the libraries of many American lawyers. Appropriately
entitled "Close Corporations: Law and Practice," the book offered
detailed references to case law and to many statutes affecting closely held
enterprises; and with a view to the problems of the practitioner, the book
also provided forms and practical analysis relating to the planning and
drafting of the typically complex legal devices which characterize well-
considered close corporations.

Professor Hodge O'Neal (a former Dean of The Walter F. George
School of Law) provided the bar through the first edition of his work a
treatise specifically dedicated to the close corporation. Curiously, no
similar treatise had previously been published. In the Preface to the first
edition, Professor O'Neal clearly recognized the needs to which his book
was addressed:

Lawyers counseling businessmen organizing or operating closely
held enterprises properly try to set up business structures which meet
the needs of the enterprises and gratify the legitimate desires of their
clients. Because legislatures and courts in the past have seldom
recognized the distinctive problems of corporations whose shares are
closely held, lawyers have had to exercise considerable imagination and
ingenuity to mold the corporate business form to suit closely held
enterprises.

In their efforts to provide serviceable frameworks for closely held
businesses, lawyers have resorted to an interesting array of legal de-
vices -pre-incorporation agreements, special charter and by-law
clauses, share transfer restrictions, shareholders' agreements of various
kinds, voting trusts, irrevocable proxies, and long-term employment
contracts. It is with the planning and drafting of these instruments that
a large part of this book is concerned.

Many significant legal developments have affected closely held enter-
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prises since the 1958 publication. Publication of the second edition is
therefore particularly welcome. This second edition represents more than
mere cosmetic changes. Pocket part supplements to the first edition have
been helpful but have not been able to provide a completely satisfactory
response in a rapidly changing field. The second edition is a thorough
revision: tax implications are more carefully considered, revised or sub-
stituted forms offer significant improvements, and recent cases and sta-
tutory developments are thoroughly discussed.

An important result of the widespread revision of state business cor-
poration statutes has been to grant general flexibility to the corporate
form of doing business. This flexibility is particularly important in deal-
ing with close corporations, and draftsmen are now presented new op-
portunities for anticipating and effectively dealing in advance with the
problems which "shareholder-partners" may encounter in their internal
organization. Responding to this opportunity, this second edition is able
to minimize many of the pleas for statutory reform which were implicit
in the first edition and to lay increasing emphasis on utilizing the flexibil-
ity which is now available by statute. As one commentator has noted,
"Our general corporation laws seem to be in the process of becoming
general close corporation laws with only incidental relevance to large
companies." 2

The second edition continues to emphasize practical considerations
which are of importance to practitioners. Added tables give convenient
references to all citations in the work of state corporation statutes (in-
cluding the Georgia Business Corporation Code), the Internal Revenue
Code, and federal securities laws and regulations. The functional organi-
zation of the first edition has been continued. Particularly encouraging
is the publication of this edition in a loose-leaf format, suggesting con-
tinued future revisions and supplementary material.

This book should not be viewed as of interest only to the corporate
law specialist. The flexibility inherent in modern corporation statutes
places a special burden on all lawyers to utilize in their clients' interest
the opportunities provided by statute. For the specialist the book pro-
vides exhaustive citation of authority and a background of sound legal
scholarship not duplicated in any other reference work; for the non-
specialist the book affords the added benefits of complete forms and a
direct "how to do it" approach. Hodge O'Neal's continuing work pro-
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vides a valuable framework for a thorough and practical understanding
of modern corporation law.
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